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ATTITUDE OF THE CHURCH TOWARDS 
SPIRITUALISM.

In view of the action of the coming Church Congress in 
discussing Spiritualism, it is interesting to read the opinion 
of a prominent American divine, Dr. Austin Phelps, on the 
question, “ Ought the Pulpit to Ignore Spiritualism ? ” In the 
Congregationalixt (quoted in the Banner of Light) he expresses a 
very strong opinion that the pulpit should do nothing of the 
kind. In the course of his argument he makes some very note
worthy admissions, which we are amused to find coining from such 
a source. For, it must be remembered that the attitude of the 
Church, of whatever denomination, to Spiritualism is that of 
“Get thee behind me, Satan !” It is, of course, “ a delusion,” 
“a form of error,” “a depraved type of supernaturalism,” 
“ the rebound of a starving mind,” “ necromancy,” and so 
forth. Those who know better, and who can read into Dr. 
Phelps’s angry and fear-stricken invectives the calm and sober 
language of experience and knowledge, will not be disturbed by 
this wholesale ticketing of a hatod thing. It is the natural 
device of the irate theologian, and deceives no one. The first 
noteworthy thing is that the time should have arrived when it 
is felt to be necessary both in England and America We have 
always felt assured that the real struggle would commence when 
the Church would awake to the necessity of denouncing Spirit
ualism, and of fastening upon it the odium of a Satanic delusion 
typical of the “latter daya” The denunciations of the Royal 
Society were harmless compared with the fulminations of the 
pulpit; or rather, the latter have been in ages paBt a far more 
serious power. We believe that that power is now shattered, 
and that the pulpit has begun its diatribes too late. Neverthe
less, Boanerges wtZZ roar.

Dr. Phelps is fain to say that Spiritualism is both “ extensive 
and growing ” insomuch as to be “a very positive drawback to 
churchly influence.” “ In some towns it claims to be the only 
form of religious faith that has organic life.” Though, it would 
seem, Spiritualists claim as adherents of their faith many who 
are not rightly so included, “ the residuum ” (he ruefully adds) 
“is painfully large." “The leading organ is said to have a 
circulation of 100,000 copies, and so far as I know, the claim is 
not disputed.” Moreover, “ it is a Beductive form of error,” well- 
calculated to make its way when, in “an age of silent revo
lution,” “ the Christian faith of many is being very hardly 
tried.” Science has undermined the faith in, for example, 
the verbal inspiration of Scripture. This, Dr. Phelps 
laments ! “ Whatever were the defects of that type of belief (!)
it had this merit—that it was definite ! ” It is hard to repress 
the smile that rises at the Doctor’s naive simplicity ; but it 
yields to indignant reprehension of the principle so calmly 
stated. Never mind about truth : only get a definite belief in 
something—preferably in me and my opinions ! Never, perhaps, 
was the doctrine of doing evil that good may come more 
unblushingly propounded.

But this is not all. Science cannot explain away the facts 
of Spiritualism; theology, therefore, must brand them as 
diabolic. “ Nothing else in scientific history has so perplexed 
scientific authorities as this [Spiritualism] has done. Even the 
simple form of it called Planchette has been well denomi
nated * the despair of science. ’ The notion of secret wires and 
invisible hairs, by which wise men once thought to explain these 
phenomena, will not do now. Men of sense know better. . .

To the common sense of common men ‘ unconscious cerebra
tion ’ is not much better. 4 Psychic force ’ shares the Bame fate. 
These are but names of things that remain as profound mys
teries as before. . . . After all deductions.... there remains 
what nothing accounts for on any principle of science that can 
be made clear to popular comprehension. Honest scientists 
admit this." Thank you, Dr. Phelps! It seems to us that if 
we leave the theologians and scientists to fight it out among 
themselves, the Spirits may patiently await the issue.

ROME NOTES OF LITTLE PHENOMENA

The visit to Mrs. Marshall related last week by “J. C.” 
reminds me of a little occurrence at her rooms. I called there 
—it was when she lived in Red Lion-street—to arrange for a 
stance at my own house. I met there Dr. Viettinghoff on the 
same errand, and also a lady, on the part of Mrs. Milner G., a 
well-known Spiritualist. Having made my appointment, I was 
about taking my leave when Mrs. M. Baid to the lady that her 
influence told her that she also was a medium. To this she 
assented, and the chair on which she cat began rocking, as if in 
confirmation. This often happened, Bhe Baid, when she was 
seated by another physical medium. I ventured to ask if she 
was conscious of perfect passivity on her part; in answer she put 
her feet upon the rung of her chair and drew her dress about 
her so as to let us see them, and placed her hands upcn the 
table. The chair then, by the action of some force, rose with 
the lady on it till her knees reached the table-top. The chair, 
rising, oscillated, but equilibrium was maintained by the lady’s 
hands on the table. That position was maintained perhaps for 
half a minute, tho chair being quite a foot from the floor, and 
then it gently descended. In answer to our questions 
the lady said that the Spirit who did this declared, 
by the alphabetical method, that she had been one of the 
girls at her village school. She used to give the children 
some instruction in dancing to improve their carriage of body ; 
and this Spirit could, if dance music were played, move the 
table to it. Upon this Mrs. Marshall called Mr. Emanuel 
Marshall from an adjoining room, asking him to bring hiB 
violin ; and at our request he played some music of the polka 
kind, and the table—a small tripod one—rising free in the air, 
went through the movements of dancing, lightly touching the 
floor successively with each of its feet, its motions being 
in strict accordance with the music, the hands of the lady being 
passively on the table top. This ended, the lady asked the 
Spirit to imitate the country girls’ bob, such as she used to 
make before learning the proper curtsey. The table rose from 
the floor and most amusingly imitated, as well as a table could, 
the country bob. “Now,” said the lady, ‘‘favour us with the curt
sey I taught you. ” Again rising into the air the table executed as 
gracefully, and with as much animation as was possible for a 
table, the evolution of a curtsey, again and again, inclining, 
in doing so, to each of us present.

I was relating these little facts, occurring under my own 
observation, to a friend who was loud on what the scientific 
world says about Spiritualism, and he silenced me with the ex
clamation “Frivolous!” The purely scientific, however, do not 
dismiss all small facts with the exclamation “ Frivolous ! ” We 
have lately read of so great a man as the President of the 
British Association detailing at the great York meeting a series 
of ingenious experiments for ascertaining some curious little 
facts in relation to bees, and the colours which attract them ; 
the result being, he says, that blue is the colour which most 
draws bees. Which was it that ran through that picked assembly 
of English men of science at this discovery—exclamations of 
applauding admiration or of “ Frivolous ! " 1 All facts, great or 
small, are good “ materials for thinking,” and as such I hold 
that these little notes are as worthy as Sir J. Lubbock’s 
about the colour moBt “ fetching ” to beeB.

D.
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SOME REMARKABLE 0EANOES. 
Elucidation of the Passage of Matter through Matter.

Contributed by the Hon. J. L. O’Sullivan.

Under this title we recently published a very interesting con
tribution fromMr. O’Sullivan, of New York, now temporarily in 
London, describing some fine manifestations witnessed by him at 
three stances with the medium Husk, and one with the 
medium Firman. The most valuable portion of the nar
rative was that headed “ Rationale of the Passage of 
Matter through Matter,” not only because that phenomenon 
occurred at each of the four stances, with extraordinary force, 
but also because, by the answers elicited by his questions 
addressed to the operating Spirits, Mr. O’Sullivan obtained more 
light than had heretofore been cast on its modus operands. It 
seems that in all these cases it was declared that it was the 
wrists of the living mortals in the flesh which were dissolved or 
disintegrated so as to allow free passage to the wood and metal 
of chairs and iron rings, and then reconstituted by the in
stantaneous return of the atoms to their former relative positions, 
through the force of attraction ; the whole without consciousness 
on the part of the persons thus operated upon. In three cases it 
was the wristB of the medium, Mr. Husk, which thus opened and 
re-closed with the rapidity of thought ; in the fourth it was the 
wrists, not of the medium Firman, but those of Mr. O’Sullivan 
himself, according, at least, to the assurances spoken by the 
operating Spirits.

We received, too late for insertion laBt week, a continuation 
of the narrative, which we now insert with this explanation. In 
it is related a fifth instance of the passage of matter through 
matter, in which the presumption is that it was not the human 
wrist that opened for the passage of the chair, but the chair 
which opened for the passage of the wrist; the person whose 
hand was clasped with that of the medium (Firman) being a 
distinguished American gentleman, who had been an intimate 
friend of the late Dr. Hare, famous in the annals of Spirit
ualism as he had before been in those of science in America, 
of which country he used to be regarded as the “Faraday.”

A further illustration of this phenomenon, now common yet 
always surprising, and to the inexperienced almost incredible, is 
also riven by Mr. O’Sullivan in a remarkable souvenir of the old 
Davenport days. Mr. O’Sullivan says :—

In my previous communication 1 omitted to mention a mani
festation, at the last of these stances with Husk, which may 
deserve a passing notice. The musical box, shortly after having 
been freshly wound up by the invisibles, suddenly stopped short 
I supposed some accident, some breakage or displacement, to 
have occurred in the interior. “Ao,” was answered, “I’m 
only going to try some expei iments." We were then told to ask 
for any number of notes we should wish to hear sounded. Three, 
five, one, &c., were successively called for by us all round the 
table, and each call was responded to by that number of notes, 
and no more. “ And now shall it play fast, or slow?" asked 
the voice. “ Slow,” I replied, and so Blow it was that the tune 
could scarcely be distinguished. Then, on “ fast” being called 
for, the tune seemed to gallop while the box circled in the air 
overhead. We then had other variations of the manifestation, 
such as, first fast, then slow, then fast again, to be played con
secutively, without stoppage. In a word, the “experiments” 
were perfectly successful; after which the box resumed the even 
tenor of its way, and played itself out till again wound up by 
the invisibles.

And, by the way, when I thus imagined the box to have got 
out of order, I had in mind a curious occasion at one of 
Count de Bullet’s seances at Paris, when that accident had 
actually occurred, and when “John King ” repaired the damage 
in the dark, with his own materialized fingers. The box was in 
full career, when a violent whizzing was heard, and the music 
ceased. We were seated at a small round table, the Count, 
myself, and Mr. and Mrs. Firman, all hands joined in circle, 
and the door locked. Presently we heard the sound as of the 
box drawn across the table, and the sound as of fingers at work 
upon its machinery. “ Here, John, hold this piece,” raid the 
voice of John King, and a piece of the brass “ insides' of the 
box was placed in my hand, and I could feel his hands at work 
about the machinery. The work continued audibly for a minute 
or two, with an occasional little click or metallic sound, and an 
occasional note struck. Presently, the piece 1 held was taken 
from me—in a few moments the top of the box shut down wdth 
a clap—and the music started off afresh in perfect order. “ There," 
said the familiar voice of John King, “ this is my first appearance 
in a new trade, that of a watch and clock maker.” “ For a man 
called dead, it does you credit, and you could make a good 
living at it.” “ Oh, it’s not dark to us ; il’s your light that is a 
hindrance to us," was his reply. This had not been a marvel of

“ will-power,” or “ psychic force,” or “ cerebration” conscious 
or unconscious, or anything of the kind. It had been simply 
honest, intelligent work by John King’s materialized fingers.

The hands of the only four mortals in the room were joined 
together, and the door was locked ; nor could mortal workman 
have possibly performed such a task in the dark. I have since 
witnessed the same thing, with another Spirit as the operator, 
namely, the repairing in the dark of a rather dilapidated musical 
box, which we, the mortals present, had had to give up in despair.

At another private seance, yesterday, with Firman, at my 
rooms, there was present a distinguished American gentleman 
who had been intimate in former years wdth the famous Dr. 
Hare, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry in the Medical Univer
sity of Pennsylvania, author of various scientific discoveries and 
inventions, among which was that of the oxy-hydrogen blow
pipe. It will be remembered that Professor Hare, confessedly 
at the head of American science, undertook the investigation of 
Spiritualism, with a view to destroy what he regarded as a 
popular delusion, but, as with the prophet who was sent to curse 
but wh; m the Spirit of the Lord compelled to bless, it resulted 
in his publishing, in 1854, an 8vo. describing all the processes of 
investigation, through strictly scientific methods, which had fully 
converted him to Spiritualism. Our American Professor Hare 
now shares with your Crookes, Wallace, Varley, Lord Lindsay, 
and Lord Rayleigh (all of the Royal Society), and with the 
German Professors Zollner, Fechner, Scheibner, Fichte, Hoff
man, Friend, the Swiss Professor Perty, the French astronomer 
Flammarion, and the Professors Wagner and Boutlerof, of the 
University of St. Petersburg, the honor of being all men 
distinguished in the front rank of modern science who have had 
the honest courage to investigate the claims of Spiritualism, and 
the noble loyalty to truth of avowing their consequent conver
sion ;—in splendid contrast writh the conduct of so many of their 
fellow scientists, who make flimsy pretexts for not investigating 
because they shrink from the conclusions from which they would 
have no escape ; and because the idea is intolerable to them of 
having to reverse their old habits of thought, and to stand 
forlorn amid the shattered ruins of their materialistic philosophy, 
confessing the existence of God and the immortality of the Soil

The seance was Mr. A.B.’s, as I must call him, not being 
authorized to publish his name.

The medium was in poor condition, being unwelL The seance 
consisted maiidy of interesting conversation between Spirits and 
the mortals (among the voices of the former, as well as from the 
tenor of what was said, Mr. and Mrs. A.B. recognizing that of 
their grandmother); but the stance wound up with another 
manifestation of the passage of matter through matter, the 
medium’s chair being found threaded on the arms of the 
medium and Mr. A.B., when their hands had been firmly locked 
together. The medium fell suddenly to the ground, with a cry, 
his chair having been -withdrawn from under him, and instanri- 
neously the chair was in the position described. In this 
instance (unlike those before related) John King told tu 
that it was not one of the human wrists that had been for an 
instant dissolved, but the crossbar of the chair. He had before 
said that it was done sometimes in the one way, sometimes in 
the other, and that the disintegration of the wood or metal, 
rather than that of the flesh, was the simpler way.

In reference to the instantaneousness of this operation of the 
passage of matter through matter, so quick as to constitute no 
perceptible or cognizable time, I may as well, before dismissing 
the subject, refer to the manifestation which has been witnessed 
by thousands of spectators here in London, at the exhibitions of 
the Davenport Brothers, when coats were taken off from 
a medium and again put on as in the twinkling of an eye. I once 
witnessed it, many years ago, in a very striking manner, st a 
private exhibition. It was at the apartments of the late Sir 
Henry De Haughton, in 1864 or ’5, at Maurigy’s Hotel, Regent
street. There were present Sir Henry and Lady De Haughton, 
a clergyman and his wife (name forgotten), myself and my wife, 
and a young Irishman named Touhey, brought by us; also one 
of the most eminent barristers of England, and the hotel pro
prietor, Mr. Maurigy, besides the two Davenports and their 
associate medium, Mr. Fay, and Rev. Dr. Ferguson, of Nash
ville, Tennessee, their travelling companion and spokesman. One 
of the Davenports and Mr. Fay were seated at a small table in 
the middle of a large dining room, thoroughly bound by the 
company to their chairs and to the table,by small cords round 
and round their arms and legs, with their various knots sealed. 
Their wrists were moreover tied together, back to back, behind 
them, and then secured to the rungs of the chair, while, by 
way of still further precaution, the palms of their hands were, 
I believe, filled with flour. (On this last point I am not quite 
certain in my recollection ; the flour was often thus employed 
with them ; but it is immaterial, for the idea is absurd of any 
possibility of the medium getting out of and back into such 
fastenings as have been described within the time of a few seavds, 
or indeed at all.) The company—including Dr. Ferguson and 
the other Davenport—were ranged in a semi-circle in front of 
them, all hands joined. Dr. Ferguson was seated in the middle 
of the semi-circle with a candle and wax taper matches in his 
hands.

After the various usual physical phenomena, I asked for 
that which I had before witnessed, that of Mr. Fay's coat being 
taken off from him. Sir Henry thereupon requested that it 
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might be done. In an instant we heard Mr. Fay exclaim, “It’s 
off! ” Dr. Ferguson relit the candle by applying the match to 
the point of fire still alive at the end of the wick, and we saw 
the coat flying through the air and fell in one corner of the 
room. Certainly not three seconds had passed since the request 
for that manifestation had been made. Mr. Fay was now 
sitting in his shirt sleeves, with all the bonds and fastenings 
about him intact The coat on examination shewed neither 
cut nor rent, nor anything different from an ordinary dress coat. 
It was evident that it had dissolved from off his arms ; been in
stantly reconstructed in every fibre of its tissues, cloth and 
lining; and thrown to the distant corner of the room, where we 
picked it up after having seen it flying through the air.

The converse of the operation was then performed on our 
request The coat was replaced on Mr. Fay as instantaneously 
as it had been taken off “ It’s on,” he exclaimed this time, in 
a moment after the request had been made. And again the 
point of fire at the end of the wick served to light the match and 
relight the candle.

The young Irishman present, Mr. Touhey, then asked if the 
same could take place with any other coat, and if his coat could 
be put on Mr. Fay. “ Probably it may,” answered Dr. 
Ferguson. The ladies permitted him to take off his coat and 
lay it across his knees. The result was the same. “ It’s on,” 
exclaimed the medium ; the candle was again relit in the same 
way; and there was Mr. Fay sitting, thoroughly bound as 
before, with both coats on him, Mr. Touhey’s as an overcoat. 
The fourth variation of the manifestation was equally successful, 
being the taking off of the two coats. All passed just as before. 
On the candle being again relit from the point of fire at the end 
of the wick, there were the two coats, the sleeves of one in thoBe 
of the other, lying on the floor before our eyes. In all those 
four variations of the phenomenon the time was a matter of 
seconds—three or four at the outside—and in all the candle was 
relit in the way described. In all there was instant examination 
of the intact fastenings, by intelligent observers. Trickery was 
physically out of the question. No other theory was possible 
than that the coats were dissolved off the arms and instantaneously 
reunited in the same relations of atomic cohesion and solidity.

We were told—and I do not doubt it, for the same thing has 
occurred to other mediums, as I have been assured by reliable 
persons who have witnessed it—that the waistcoat was sometimes 
taken off instantaneously from underneath a closely buttoned 
coat.

I might also, if space and time permitted, refer to numerous 
instances—a few seen by myself, others recorded by unimpeach
able witnesses,—in which material objects have been brought into 
rooms whose doors and windows were securely shut; such as 
flowers, singly and in showers from the ceilingB, and often 
freshly wet with dew—plants uptorn from the ground with the 
damp earth clinging to their roots—fruits—ferns with not a leaf 
rumpled—living birds, fishes, &c. (sometimes according to the 
requests of the several sitters)—edible thing—musical boxes 
while playing, and floating in the air, suddenly passing out of 
the room and then returning into it—and the various nicknacks 
about a house, brought from a distant house or apartment, or 
from a particular trunk or drawer, &c. When brought by 
Spirits from without into a closed room, these things are called 
apports. They all evidently involve the same phenomenon, 
which is presented with conclusive self-evidence in the facts 
above related, of the unresisted passage either ot wooden and 
iron rings through the momentarily dissolved human wrists, or 
ot the wrists through momentarily dissolved chairs and rings ; 
either of which is more conceivable than that of the unchanged 
solids through each other.

I have thought it worth while thus to group together all these 
cases of the passage of matter through matter, with a view to 
settling, not only the fact of the phenomenon, but also, from the 
declarations of the operating Spirits, the modus operands of it. 
It is clear that there are Spirits who possess a knowledge of that 
attractive force (whatever it may be) which holds together the 
atoms of “ matter ” in the cohesion of solidity ; and who are 
able at will to overcome or suspend momentarily the action of 
that force ; that this action on their part is too instantaneous 
and too rapid to be perceptible to our senses of either sight or 
touch ; and that the attraction of atom to atom, that is, of each 
to its contiguous ones, is sufficient (with perhaps some coincident 
will-power of the operating Spirit) to bring them instantly to
gether again in precisely the same relations of position as before. 
And this seems to be “ the rationale of the passage of matter 
through matter.” Thus closely observed by watchful witnesses, 
it is unquestionable as a fact, and thus explained by the oper
ating Spirits it ceases to be a phenomenon either inconceivable 
in theory or incomprehensible in practice ; once we have been 
taught by abundant experience that invisible Spirits do exist 
about us, and that they, or at least many of them, possess both 
knowledge and power beyond those yet attained by us Spirits 
still embodied in the flesh.

The friends of Dr. Davies will be glad to learn that he had 
a pleasant passage to South Africa. During the week we have 
had a call from a gentleman who was one of his fellow-passengers, 
and whom he interested in the subject of Spiritualism during 
the voyage. Mrs. Davies and family leave England thiB week 
by the steamer “Warwick Castle.”

SIX MONTHS WITH A HEALING MEDIUM.
To the Editor of “Lioht.”

Sir,—I shall ever bless the day when I placed myself under 
the care of that powerful, experienced, and careful healer, Mr. 
D. Younger, of 23, Ledbury-road, Bayswater, London. Four 
years I have suffered severely through a diseased spine, with 
curvature at the bottom, and severe creaking pains at the top, 
at the junction of the spine with the brain, with other complica
tions arising no doubt therefrom, which rendered me quite 
unfit for business. Although only twenty-three years of age—an 
age when life should be most enjoyable—it was to me a great 
burden, and the future seemed a hopeless blank.

I tried every means that held out any hope of relief. I 
placed myself under the care of several medical men, and 
swallowed vast quantities of drugs, the result being that I found 
myself getting gradually, but surely, worse, and my physical 
strength much reduced. My doctors were at a loss to know 
why fits had not set in, as I had all the symptoms of fits 
strongly. However, finding no relief from physic, I took 
Shakespeare’s advice to “ throw it to the dogs,” and placed 
myself in a very excellent Hydropathic Institute. There I 
stayed until I could scarcely walk at all, and returned home 
worse than when I went.

I was then recommended by some of your readers to try 
healing by the laying on of hands. Acting on their advice, I 
came to London and placed myself under the care of a then 
celebrated healer, who, instead of treating me, and, as I have since 
learned,by thesimple, natural, andas I now fully believe, the only 
effectual method of healing, operated upon me with a 
machine, which miserable treatment not only made me worse, 
but caused me for a time to lose all hope and look upon the 
glowing accounts of my friend, at least, as a delusion. But when 
I told my friend the treatment I had been subjected to, he al 
once concluded that I had fallen into wrong liands, and as he 
had a considerable knowledge of mesmerism, he gave me fresh 
confidence, and I placed myself, not without grave doubts, under 
Mr. D. Younger's care. Thank God I did, for he not only 
succeeded in restoring me to perfect health and vigour, but 
during the six months I lived in his house, I have enjoyed 3uch 
marvellous manifestations of Spirit presence and power day by 
day, that I seem to have been living away from earth on the 
mountain top, where I could view the Promised Land and realise 
with my physical senses the greatest of all truths, namely:_
that those loved ones whom we thought lost, still live and are 
ever around us, leaving no doubt of our own eternal hereafter.

Thus you see, dear sir, I have not only been made healthy 
but happy. I have also seen Mr. Younger perform most mar
vellous cures apparently without effort, certainly without 
any mechanical contrivance ; for he has no need of such 
innovations, neither has any other true healer. I am 
thoroughly convinced, since my experience with him, that if 
properly applied by a natural healei, this heaven given power, 
call it mesmeric, magnetic, or what you will, is able to effect 
more permanent cures in less time, with more certainty and 
ease to the patient, than all other systems where medicines or 
mechanical appliances are used. I am fully persuaded that pure 
healing power can only be transmitted through its natural chan
nels, the chief of which is the hand directed by the will. The 
influence thus imparted will not only restore an equilibrium of 
the vital forces, but give new life-power to the fortunate re
cipient. Nor do I believe it is confined to specialities, but 
that all pangs and pains may be dispersed and permanent health 
restored, both to body and mind, and that by the cultivation 
of the powers within ourselves we may all pour into each 
other this beautiful life-force and so lift each other heaven
wards, strengthen each other’s weaknesses, and make ourselves 
and others more noble, pure, healthy, and happy. Here then 
is work for all, a glorious incentive to make some real use of 
life for the physical and spiritual lifting up of ourselves and 
others.

All the physic and machines in Europe cannot heal, nor all 
the priests in Christendom accomplish, what vital human 
magnetism or sympathy was designed to accomplish. It has no 
substitute. Political economists and positive materialists may 
prate about self-help, liberty of the subject, etc., but I pity the 
man who never felt the elevating influence of a better man rhan 
himself, with purer mind and healthier body. He knows little 
of the virtue that passes from a healthy, good man’s hand, or 
from his presence in the workshop or the palace. It is the same 
that passed from Peter to the cripple at the gate ; the same that 
went from Jesus to the poor woman and made her whole ; the 
same that raised a degraded Magdalene to a high state of 
Spirituality ; it is the same power that Paul sent Tn handker
chiefs and aprons, and is as subservient to the human will 
to-day as it was in those far back ages. Whoever doubts it let 
him tiy for himself. It is accessible to all, more or less, with all 
other Spiritual gifts; and I would say to all—Seek them in good 
faith with the honest, honourable intention to try all things, 
prove all things, and hold fast that which is good.

F, Cpmrkrpatch.
100, Redcliff-street, Bristol,
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NOTES BY THE WAY.

Contributed by “M- A. (Oxon.)"

The August number of The Theosophist contains a translation 
of a letter contributed by Mr. A. J. Riko, of The Hague, to the 
Revue Spirite. The subject is “Stone Throwing,” and the factB 
adduced are of the usual type. It is noted, however, that the 
stones, in some cases, did not strike any one, though they were 
flying about in all directions. ThiB is not, I fancy, by any means 
an invariable peculiarity in stone-showers. If I remember rightly, 
great annoyance has been frequently experienced from various 
missiles, which would seem to have been spitefully aimed at 
persons so as to disfigure and annoy them. But be this as 
it may, the most instructive part of the article is that which 
embodies the editor’s comments on Mr. Riko’s narratives. 
Who are the invisible beings who play these Puck-like pranks 1 
What do they do it for ? Are they departed human Spirits ! 
or the Elementals of the Theosophists I These are the points to 
which the editor devotes attention. •

Short work is made of the Spiritualist theory that 
such phenomena are due to the agency of departed human 
Spirits. Such, it is argued, are either esprits malins (malicious 
Spirits) or devils, as the Roman Church holds. How then 
account for the fact that theBe Spirits, being what they are, 
are careful to avoid striking or annoying those who are present I 
“ Their object—if they have any at all—must be to derive 
cruel pleasure from tormenting mortals.” Are they likely 
to be less malicious than a school-boy, or more careful 
of possible consequences 1 The answer is that the object in 
view may conceivably be, and in many cases apparently is, 
something quite apart from “ cruel pleasure in tormenting ” 
anyone. I have repeatedly seen phenomena which might far 
more reasonably be attributed to the gambols of a monkey than 
to the calculated malice of a fiend. These aimless antics, and many 
perplexing phenomena of a kindred nature, suggest Puck rather 
than Satan : a sub-human intelligence devoid of moral conscious
ness, rather than the serious attempts of a departed human 
Spirit to demonstrate its continued existence. In this I find 
myself in agreement with The Theosophist. It is extremely 
difficult to refer such pranks to departed human Spirits. Nor 
is it fair to say broadly that all Spiritualists assume this 
position. The present writer, speaking solely for himself, is 
free to confess that he has long felt it to be one of the most 
considerable stumbling-blocks in the way of intelligent accept
ance of the creed of Spiritualism that such tricks should be put 
down to the action of our own departed friends. The evenly- 
balanced mind rebounds with a Bhudder from such profanation, 
and refuses to entertain bo repulsive a proposition. It may 
be that this iB the result of misguided ideas implanted by 
mistaken training. It may be that the sacred solemnity with 
which the serious mind invests the Btate of the departed is 
fallacious, and that those whom we fondly think of far other
wise, are really disporting themselves in this unseemly fashion. 
It may be : but to most minds, not debauched by an emotional 
enthusiasm that has run wild, the idea is most repellent, and 
drives many back from the threshold of investigation. We 

may at least demand that every conceivable explanation be ex
hausted before we are reduced to accept this.

In so far I find a point of agreement with The Theosophist. 
The ordinary Spiritualist explanation is ponderously difficult, 
and. to my thinking, quite wanting in verisimilitude. What 
has the editor < f The 7 heosophist. to say in positive elucidation! 
It is one thing to demolish the theory of an adversary, 
and altogether another to submit one that will stand the test 
of his destructive criticism. The answer given deserves careful 
attention. The phenomenon is referred to the action of “a 
blind though living force.” We can hardly fancy a blind force 
which yet carefully misses the living beings in a room, and, 
as is contended, designedly avoids them : or a living force 
without some intelligent being to manipulate it So far the 
explanation is hardly intelligible. It receives some light, how
ever, from a subsequent reference to “ the invisible body of 
those we call blind Elementals or Forces of Nature.” These 
the editor does not regard as “beings.” “ They are the active 
forces and correlations of fire, water, earth, and air, and their 
shape is like the hues of the chameleon which has no permanent 
colour of its own.” It would seem, then, that the claim made is 
that the four elements, though not properly described as 
“ beings,” are “ active forces,” and can operate in the Puck-like 
manner we have seen. What is the evidence for this I “Through 
the interplanetary and interstellar spaces, the vision of almost 
every clairvoyant can reach. But it is only the trained eye of 
the proficient in Eastern Occultism that can fix the fleeting 
shadows and give them a shape and a name. ”

It is at once apparent that this narrows down the testimony 
very greatly. Those of ub who have had experience in 
psychical phenomena have learned much of the action of Spirit, 
not only through its operation on the plane of matter, but by 
psychological processes. I know no case in which any of 
these intelligences—apart from the fancy of some human being— 
has consistently described itself, and given fair reason to shew 
that it is an Elemental Spirit. In every single case within my 
knowledge, a manifesting intelligence in a circle representB it
self to be, and frequently gives evidence that it is, a departed 
human Spirit. The only exception that I am disposed 
to make to this invariable result of personal experience ii 
one that, standing out in solitary isolation, Berves but to con
firm the all but universal law. One Spirit that for a long time 
appeared—one can hardly Bay communicated—at a regular circle, 
was represented to be one that had not yet reached the plane of 
incarnation. However this may be, the fact remains that, the 
rare exceptions being admitted, the communicating intelligence 
claims to be that of a departed human being. How is this ?

The “ proficients in Eastern Occultism ” are, I presume, the 
“ Brothers of the first section ” of the Theosophical Society, one 
of whom, Root Hoorni, appears so frequently in Mr. Sinnett'i 
recent work, “The Occult World.” These Brothers are so 
mysterious in their action that it is very difficult indeed to make 
out who and what they are. The number of The Theowphid 
wliich contains the explanation respecting which I have been 
writing, has the published testimony of five fellows of the 
Theosophical Society, all Hindus, who have seen and conversed 
with one or more of these persons. Their testimony is emotion
ally phrased, and somewhat hazy in some points, leaving 
much to be desired in the way of exact and clear statement 
and detail, but it is satisfactory to know that, though Mr. 
Sinnett has not been so favoured, and though to Western 
Spiritualists their very existence is mythical, there are persona 
who have satisfied themselves of the existence and activity of 
these Brothers. If we are to accept on their authority such 
an explanation of psychical phenomena as that to which I have 
adverted, it is extremely desirable that the veil which en
shrouds them should be lifted. We have no right, indeed, to 
impose any conditions on those who, secluded from the 
world, and devoted to a life of meditative asceticism, seek to 
develop in themselves the inner spiritual life. But when the 
consentient testimony of the huge majority of these spiritual 
visitants, and of those of us who hold converse with them, is 
impugned, we have a right to know who so speaks, on what 
authority, and by virtue of what knowledge, before we accept 
the theory as anything serious.

I commenced by the admission that there are phenomena 
which are with difficulty referable to the actiun of departed 
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human Spirits. But the Theosophist goes infinitely further than 
that To him the action of the departed is so rare a 
tiling, so improbable, that each claim so made must be sus
pected, and proven before being accepted. The presumption 
is that a false claim is being set up. He assumes that the 
Spirits who oome to earth are false and bad, or wicked and ir
responsible. They are to be treated generally—all but universally 
—as liars. Just as to us there is hardly a case in which the 
Spirit was not presumably human, so to him there is hardly a 
rioenant whose claims can seriously be entertained. This is an 
extreme case of divergent testimony ; and the line of demarca
tion is deeply drawn. But it must be remembered that we do 
know of departed human Spirits, and in their presumed or 
alleged action we have a vera causa. We can demonstrate their 
action by evidence as complete as the nature of the case per
mits us to obtain. We entertain no doubt whatever that the 
sweeping allegations of the Theosophist respecting what we 
know of Spirits, where we have been able to test them, are 
exaggerated and untrustworthy. How then can we accept the 
theory of these “ blind but living forces ” without some far 
more clear and positive demonstration I

There is another point in the explanation given that must not 
be passed over. It is alleged that a study of mediumship would 
shew “ how closely related to and dependent on the variations 
of terrestrial magnetism are those of the mediumistic or anima 
magnetic (!) state.” The chief cause of the fitfulness of psychic 
phenomena is alleged to be “unfavourable variations of the 
terrestrial magnetism.” “ The power of a real strongly charged 
medium will always prevail against the animal magnetism 
which may be adverse to it; but it cannot produce effects unless 
it has received a fresh supply of molecular force, an impress from 
the invisible body of those we call blind Elementals or Forces of 
Nature.” A physical medium is described as “ an organism 
more sensitive than most others to the terrestrial electro-mag
netic induction.” “ Physical mediums have very little, if 
anything, to do with human Spirits. Their powers are 
purely physical and conditional, i.e., they depend almost 
entirely on the degree of receptivity and chance polarisation of 
the body of the medium by the electro-magnetic and atmo. 
spheric currents.” This is limited to physical mediumship: 
“ Purely psychological manifestations are quite a different 
thing. ” So far as experience can test this allegation, it contains 
some truth, but, as we frequently find in testing these general
isations, it will riot cover all the facte. Electrical disturbance is 
a strong preventive to manifestations with some mediums ; with 
others it does not apparently affect them at all. A falling 
barometer will utterly stop the flow of psychic force from some 
mediums; others do not feel it. I have seen phenomena 
evolved under every conceivable atmospheric condition. But 
few mediums, if any, can depend on the production of pheno
mena in the presence of a determined antagonistic circle. The 
introduction of one positive mind, with active opposition or 
dislike of the subject, will do more to stop manifestations than 
any atmospheric disturbance I ever witnessed.

Among the settled convictions established by close and 
prolonged personal observation, a chief one is that very few 
mediums can make way against the active antagonism of a 
strongly positive mind. It is the great beauty of Slade's 
mediumship, as it is of Mrs. Simpson’s in Chicago now, that in 
their presence phenomena can be had under almost any condi
tions, including that which I have noted as being, in my 
judgment, the most deterrent. But of how many public 
mediums can this be said ? And if they, hardened to meet 
unfavourable conditions, and to endure without shrinking all 
that scepticism, suspicion, and antagonism can devise,—if they 
cannot undertake to face these conditions with success, how can 
it be expected that the sensitive, who has been the friendly 
medium of the family circle, can succeed ? These, and such 
considerations do not lend any great probability to the theories 
of The Theotophiet. .____________

The theory of physical mediumship, that it is a highly- 
developed sensitiveness to the terrestrial electro-magnetic 
induction, is in direct contradiction to the fact that the most 
delicate scientific intruments fail to shew any connection between 
the phenomena of percussive sounds or of movements of ponder
able bodies, and magnetic disturbance of any kind. Mr. 
Crookes sought repeatedly for evidence of this connection, but, 
so far as the world knows, without result. Nor do I believe 
that any such connection exists. M. A. (Oxon.)

MB. HUSKS MEDIUMSHIP.
To the Editor of “Light.”

Sir,—As “ facts are the groundwork of Spiritualism,” your 
readers may probably be interested in the following account of 
a stance with Mr. Husk, at 61, Lamb’s Conduit-street, Holborn, 
W.C., on Saturday evening last, 10th inst. The circle comprised 
five gentlemen, including the medium, who was eecurely held on 
the right by the “ Lieutenant ” (mentioned by the Hon. J. L. 
O’Sullivan in previous reports of stances in your oolumns), and 
on the left by the writer of this letter. The hands of all were 
carefully interlinked throughout the stance, which was held in 
darkness, and which lasted for upwards of two and a-half hours. 
Under these conditions the Spirits respectively known as “ John 
King,” “Irresistible,” “ Ebenezer,” “Peter,” “Lightfoot”and 
his daughter, “ Potomack,” and “Mentor,” a Greek Spirit, spoke 
in their characteristic voices, and gave palpable evidences of their 
presence by handling the musical instruments, carrying them 
over our heads and round about the room. “John 
King” shewed his head and bust over the table, holding 
a large slab covered with Balmain’s Luminous Paint, in such a 
manner as to permit of his features being distinctly seen by 
each of the sitters, and talking in his well known tone of voice. 
Seated as I was next to Mr. Husk, I was enabled to dimly 
discern the outline of the entranced medium, while the draped 
form of “ John King” leaned forward over the medium’s head 
towards the table. At the request of Mr. E. Larrard, of 
Leicester, who sat on my left, “ John King ” placed one 
of his hands upon the surface of the luminous slab, and, 
as we watched, the hand gradually diminished in size, while 
the head and bust of “John King ” were perfectly visible, and 
he was speaking to us. Towards the close of the stance the 
“ Lieutenant” was lifted with his chair on the table, but retain
ing his hold of the medium ; and, after an unsuccessful attempt 
to raise me in like manner, the medium’s chair was first 
removed from under him and placed upon the table, and the 
medium then raised and placed in his chair, while an iron ring 
was threaded upon the “Lieutenant’s” arm, without the 
contact of our hands throughout the circle being broken.

Although the foregoing is of necessity but a very brief de
scription of much that transpired, it may serve the purpose of 
attracting the attention of some of your readers whose interest 
may be stimulated thereby, and induce those who are in search of 
evidence to utilise Mr. Husk’s mediumship.—Yours faithfully,

Thomas Blyton.
38, Great Russell-Btreet,

Bloomsbury, London, W.C.
September 13th, 1881.

MR S C. HALL.
Mr. S. C. Hall is again visiting his native town, Topsham, 

Devonshire. The occasion is one of singular interest. In 1802, 
when the regiment which his father commanded, “The Devon and 
Cornwall Fencibles,” was disbanded, at the Peace of Amiens, 
he presented the flags of that regiment to his parish church. 
For 75 years they hung over its altar; but some five or six years 
ago they were most improperly sold to aid a fund for repairing 
the church. Mr. Hall succeeded in tracing them, and they 
were given to him by the generous and distinguished officer 
by whom they had been purchased. Mr. Hall is now about 
to restore them to the place where they had been so long. 
The present vicar and the parishioners universally are rejoicing 
to receive them back again ; and they will be taken to the sacred 
edifice by bands of the volunteers, who will honour the bequest 
which was made to them just 80 years ago. A brass plate 
by their side will record the singular fact that the colours so 
given by Colonel Robert Hall, in 1802, were restored to the 
church by his son, Samuel Carter Hall, in 1881. It will add to 
the interest of this matter to state that the day on which this 
restoration is made will be the 20th of September, which, as Mr. 
Hall writes to us, is the fifty-seventh anniversary of his wedding 
day. He was married on the 20th September, 1824.

Mbs. Hardinge-Britti-n has sent us “A Plea for the 
Revival of Spiritualism,” which unfortunately reached us too 
late for insertion. She speaks very earnestly of the error of 
those who, because of the many “ disgraces ” which evil doers 
have brought on Spiritualism, have withdrawn from all public 
connection with the cause. She believes that the private inves
tigation of phenomena, and the public exposition of the facts 
and philosophy should go hand in hand; and acting on the 
advice of her Spirit friends, she has determined to do what 
she can to put our faith fairly before the world ; and she 
is therefore ready to accept invitations to lecture within a 
reasonable distance of her residence—The lames, Humphrey - 
street, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.
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DEATH'S CHHSFH8T SURPRISE.

“ She is dead ! ” they said to him, “ come away ;
Kiss her and leave her—thy love is clay.”
They smoothed her tresses of dark brown hair ;
On her forehead of stone they laid it fair ;
Over her eyes that gazed too much,
They drew the lids with a gentle touch ;

, With a tender touch they closed up well
The sweet, soft lips, that had secrets to tell;
About her brows and beautiful face,
They tied her veil and marriage lace ;
And drew on her feet her white silk shoes,
Which were the whitest an eye could choose ;
And over her bosom they crossed her hands ;

“ Come away,” they said, “God understands.”
And there was silence, and nothing there
But silence, and Bcents of eglantere,
And jasmine, and roses, and rosemary ;
And they said, “ As a lady should lie, lies she.”
And they held their breath till they left the room, 
With a shudder, to glance at its stillness and gloom.

But he who loved her too well to dread
The sweet, the stately, the beautiful dead,
He lit hiB lamp, and took the key,
And turned it; alone again—he and she !
He and she ! Yet she would not smile,
Though he called her the name she loved erewhile.
He and she ! Still she did not move
To any one passionate whisper of love.
Then he said : “ Cold lips and breasts without breath,
Ib there no voice, no language of death—

“ Dumb to the ear, and still to the sense,
But to heart and to soul distinct, intense ?

“ See, now ; I will listen with soul, not ear;
What was the secret of dying, dear ?

“ Was it the infinite wonder of all,
That you ever could let life’s flower fall ?

“ Or was it a greater marvel to feel
The perfect calm o’er the agony steal 1

“ Was the miracle greater to find how deep
Beyond all dreams sank downward that Bleep ?

“ Did life roll back its records, dear,
And show, as they say it does, past things clear ?

“ And was it the innermost heart of the bliss,
To find out so, what a wisdom love is ?

“ Oh, perfect dead ! Oh, dead most dear,
I hold the breath of my soul to hear !

“ I listen as deep as to horrible hell,
A s high as to heaven, and you do not tell.

“ There must be pleasure in dying, sweet,
To make you so placid from head to feet !

“ I would tell you, darling, if I were dead,
And 'twere your hot tears upon my brow shed ;

“ I would tell, though the Angel of Death had laid
His sword on my lips to keep it unsaid.

“ You should not ask vainly, with streaming eyes,
Which of them all was death's chiefest surprise—

“ The very strangest and suddenest thing
Of all the surprises that dying muBt bring.”

Ah ! foolish world; oh, most kind dead !
Though he told me who will believe it was said ?
Who will believe that he heard her say,
With the sweet, soft voice, in the dear old way :

‘ ‘ The utmost wonder is this :—I hear,
And see you, and love you, and kiss you, dear;

“ And am your angel, who was your bride,
And know that, t hough dead, I have never died. ’’

■ Neio Jerusalem Messenger.

Mr. Walter Howell, trance inspirational speaker, is in 
London and is staying at Mrs. Maltby’s, 22, Gordon-street, 
Gordon-square, W.C. Mr. Howell will be glad of any oppor
tunities for the exercise of his mediumship, either in private 
or public assemblies.

LAUGHING IS CATCHING.
On the banks of the river Delaware, America, (the Journal de 

Condi informs its readers) lives a farming family, the members of 
which are troubled with a most singular affection. The father 
was seized—it is ten years ago—with a sudden, uncontrollable 
fit of laughter. As it continued without apparent cause, the 
wife appealed to him to tell her the reason, but he only laughed 
the more. His son beat him between the shoulders, but that 
was of no use, so they sent for a doctor. He was unable to 
deal with the case, said it was a nervous disorder for which he 
knew no precedent, and against it, he thought, medical science 
was powerless. At sunset the laughing ceased, and the fanner 
fell exhausted. But his strength soon returned, he supped, and 
afterwards slept as usual; but, at the end of a few hours the fit 
of laughing suddenly returned, and ceased as suddenly at the 
end of five hours. On succeeding days and nights, the laughing 
fits came on at regular intervals; but becoming used to them, 
and feeling that they did not impede his working, he continued 
in his fields, and took as little heed of his laughing as he could. 
But although the fits came on, as a rule, at fixed hours, some
times one would take him unexpectedly; for instance, one 
Sunday at his chapel it came on and he could not control it; 
it proved catching; gradually the congregation joined him ; and 
after trying in vain to quell the contagion, the preacher himself 
proved a victim, and he laughed also until obliged to hold his 
sides. So it went on with the farmer for nearly two years; the 
young people feeling the impulse but struggling against it, hut 
ultimately they all, beginning with the eldest, have become 
victims to the disorder.—Journal du Magnetisine.

SPIRITUALISM AT THE CHURCH CONGRESS.
We have seen a statement that the proposal to discuss the 

question of Spiritualism at the forthcoming Church Congresi 
has been abandoned. This is incorrect. “ The Duty of the 
Church in respect to the Prevalence of Spiritualism ” stands on 
the official programme for Tuesday evening, October 4th—a paper 
to be read by the Rev. Dr. Thornton and a speech to be delivered 
by the Rev. Canon B. Wilberforce. Possibly other speakers will 
also claim to be heard. What “ the Church ” will say on the 
subject is altogether problematical. Probably they will denounce 
Spiritualism as sorcery and diabolical. If the facts are admitted 
we shall be satisfied. For the rest we can afford to wait

DR. MACK AND THE FLETCHER8.
To the Editor of ‘ ‘ Light. ’’

Sir,—In your journal, dated June 25th, 1881, there are 
certain statements which should be refuted, made by J. William 
Fletcher concerning the litigation between the Fletchers and 
myself, which was founded upon the presumption that I was 
liable for the goods given to me in the name of Madam Hart- 
Davies as her property. This position) however, has been 
abandoned not only in the English courts but in the American 
courts also. Not that there is a desire to harrow up any feeling 
in the matter, but that the public may no longer be misled, and 
that injustice may no longer be done to one who has already 
suffered too much by trying to assist a stranger in a foreign land, 
who sought aid and assistance in a very distressing manner, the 
following statements are submitted and have the record of 
court to bear them out

Mr. Fletcher states, in the first instance, that Dr. Mack had 
Mrs. Fletcher arrested, while the Record of the Municipal 
Criminal Court of the City of Boston shews that the complaint 
upon which she was arrested was made and sworn to by Madam 
Hart-Davies.

Secondly : In regard to Dr. Mack’s arrest on mesne process, on 
the ground that he was going to leave the State, so that execution, 
if obtained, could not be Berved upon him, Mr. Fletcher states 
that Dr. Mack applied to be allowed to take the poor debtor’s 
oath—which is contrary to both fact and record. I applied to 
a commissioner to be allowed to take the oath that I did not 
intend to leave the State, and the matter was continued on my 
own recognisance of 40,000 dollars to appear at a future date. 
In the meantime I went to England by advice, having ample 
time to return before the date set by the commissioner for s 
hearing, but circumstances arose while there so that I could not 
return within the time set; but upon completing the business 
in England I returned to America to meet all charges against me

Thereupon, on the 3rd day of June, 1881, I was re-arrested 
on the same ground as before, and after a partial hearing the 
case was continued until the second day of July, 1881 ; and 
upon that date there was no appearance against me ; where
upon all proceedings in the case were abandoned.

The proceedings against me being civil—the State having no 
interest in them whatever—the assertion by Mr. Fletcher that 
Dr. Mack was upon the law books a defaulter to the State to 
the amount of 40,000 dollars is altogether groundless.

And lastly, Mr. Fletcher states that if necessary he will 
forward a copy of the judgment against Dr. Mack, shewing him 
to be a fugitive from the United States. There is no such 
judgment, and I defy Mr. Fletcher to produce the recotd.

James McGeabt, 
Usually called Dr. Mack.37, Upper Baker-street,

London, N.W., England. 
September 14th, 1881.
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES.
Journal du Magnetisms (Paris).

The current number is devoted to the memory of the 
distinguished Du Potet. At his funeral obsequies there were 
present, besides a host of friends, representatives of societies 
to which he belonged or which were in sympathy with him 
and his work ; among them the Sociiti Scientitique d Etudes 
Esycholoqiques, the Suciitb des Etudiants Swedenborgiens, of 
which Alphonse Cahagnet is president; the Sociiti Thiosophique, 
of Bombay, the Society de Magnrtisme, and the Jury ifag- 
neiique, of Paris. The Journal du Magnetisme, established by 
Du Potet, was represented by M. de Cazeneuve, whose duty it 
was not only to eulogise the deceased but to protest against 
the clerical ceremony which had been performed, Du Potet 
having been, from the beginning to the end of his days, 
an antagonist to clericalism. The latter part of M. de 
Cazeneuve’s duty was left undone at the urgent entreaty 
of other orators, to avoid shocking, on the occasion, 
clerical relatives. There is a battle going on in France between 
unclericals and clericals, and on such occasions as this the 
former generally make a point of waving their flag. All the 
above representatives made orations ; from them we gather that 
Du Potet—we omit his title because he used to say that true 
nobility was in mental qualities—was not only a worthy sue- 
cessor to Mesmer, but in all respects a man of great character. He 
was a voluminous writer of trenchant style : he recognised 
within himself a force of inspiration. The loves Bhewn by so 
many for the chains forged by selfishness and ignorance moved 
his anger and commiseration. In France he had in this hosts of 
sympathisers. The orations over his grave manifest veneration 
for a great teacher and love for a good man.

The last of Du Potet’s works was his best—the “ Thirapeutique 
Magnetrque : Rules for applying Magnetism to pure Experiment
ation, and to the Treatment of Maladies. Spiritualism, its 
Principle and Phenomena. ” It is an octavo volume of 540 pages. 
This book has done much to spread Magnetism and Spiritualism 
among educated people in France.

"The Spiritualist.”
The editor has a brief article upon “ Epidemic Mesmeric 

Influences ” as exemplified by the “ Salvation Army. ” He says:— 
“ in nearly every town in the United Kingdom at the pre

sent time, an opportunity is afforded of studying the action of
mesmeric influences upon large masses of people, by observing I 
the actions of the Salvation Army. The enthusiasm of the I 
leaders gradually infects apathetic listeners, and the mesmeric 
sensitives among the latter, when at last convinced that some 
vast Power is acting upon them, are drawn to the platform as I 
surely as if the operator upon it were a professional biologist. 
As the frenzy of the meeting increases, synchronous visions, and I 
speaking in known and unknown tongues, are among the 
psychological phenomena presented, but the best part of the I 
matter is, that some of the persons thus influenced do actually, I 
as a matter of fact, begin to lead better lives. ”

The following “Declaration of M, Jacobs concerning the 
brothers Davenport,” directed to “M Chas, de Rappard, I 
director of Licht mehr Licht,” contains M. Jacobs’ testimony to I 
the reality of the phenomena he observed in the presence of 
those mediums in 1865. M. Jacobs says :—

“ All that has been said or done adverse to these American 
mediums is absolutely untrustworthy. If we would judge I 
rightly of a thing, we must understand it, and neither the 
journalists nor the conjurors possessed the most elementary 
knowledge of the science that governs these phenomena. As a 
Prestidigitator of repute, and a sincere Spiritualist, I affirm that 
the medianimic facts demonstrated by the two brothers were I 
absolutely true, and belonged to the Spiritualistic order of things 
in every respect.”

As the testimony of a conjuror this is useful as against 
those who assert that Spirit phenomena are but conjuror's tricks.

"The Herald of Progress.”
The “control” of Mrs. Wright, lecturing upon the duty of 

Spiritualists to the young, utters the following sentiments
“ I perceive a greater desire abroad to make converts to 

Spiritualism from incongruous elements of life, rather than to 
develop suitable channels through which the Spiritual 
world can be heard and seen. It is far better to get the 
possible conditions by which extraordinary Spiritual manifes
tations can come, than to bring scores unprepared to the stance 
room to see phenomena they cannot understand. If the young 
continue to be overlooked, if they be not regarded as an im
portant factor in the development of the cause, Spiritualism 
will be a questionable success. It will move forward by fits 
and starts; what it gains at one place it will seem to lose at 
another. By the Spiritual development of the young, the 
future of the cause will be overcast by no shadows, but, in the 
strength of a Spiritual Samson-like life, it will go on from 
conquest to conquest and victory to victory, until the human 
race, as one family, is bound together by the divine lawB of 
everlasting concord; ”---------

"The Medium.”
“Bible Spiritualism” is again treated by “Ouranoi,” who 

discusses the subject of “ Compensation ” in a thoughtful spirit.

“ J.K.” continues his articles on “ The Adeptship of Jesus 
Christ.”

Under the heading of “ Strange Phenomenon at Moston, 
near Oldham," J. Murray writes as follows:—“I send the 
following account of a phenomenon, which took place at Chain 
Bar, Moston, near Oldham, which I have received from Mr. John 
Holt, Manchester-Btreet, Oldham, who along with others can 
bear testimony to its truthfulness. Mr. Edward Gloasop, grocer, 
of the above-named place, on the 14th of August, 1881, had a 
cart load of flour delivered at his Bhop, after which, he, along 
with the carter, retired into the house, behind the shop, to have 
a little chat together, when on liappening to look rdund, 
behold a table which was covered by a table-cloth, was seen to 
be in a blaze of fire. They both hastened forward to put it out, 
and when they had succeeded and examined it, it was found 
to be as perfect as before the fire, and strange to say there was 
nothing near it to cause such a thing to happen. Mr. Glossop 
is a well known Spiritualist, but the carter was not, which made 
him think the devil was not so very far away. ”

" The Reilglo-Phllosophlcal Journal.”
Referring to some recent criticisms upon Spiritualism, in 

| America, by Unitarian ministers and writers, the editor asks :— 
“ In view of this searching discussion and this new assault what 
can we do, as Spiritualists, for the truths and blessed experiences 
so dear and precious to us 1 ”

And he replies as follows :—
1. Hold up a high standard of ethics and morals, of conduct 

and character. Let honour, fidelity to home and family and 
marriage, temperance, chastity, self-control, spiritual culture,

I and a living interest in all wise reforms abound among us.
2. Let us hold high, with clearness and positive confidence, 

the facts of spirit-presence and power; as illustrating immor
tality ; as emphasizing a spiritual philosophy ; as giving light and

I life to natural religion ; and let these facts be rounds to the 
ladder by which we climb, not clogs to hold us down.

3. Let ub learn more of the inner life of man, and of the Soul 
of Things, and so cultivate our own wonderful powers rever-

I ently and freely.
4. Let us weed out illusion and fraud and falsehood, hold 

mediums morally responsible for their acts and words as we hold 
each other responsible, and no more excuse them for being con

I trolled and led to bad ends than we excuse others who fall into
criminal ways from evil influences and their own pitiful 
weakness. ---------

Can any of our American readers forward us ■ the full par
ticulars in regard to the following item from the Journal ?—

“ Mr. Tuckett managed the shooting affair at St. Louis some 
time since, giving, as he says, 14 newspaper reporters ample 
space in a room where the cabinet and apparatus was got up 
under their supervision, the medium (a man) tied by some of 
them, and one of their number—Mr. Cuuningham of the (Jlobe- 
Lemocrat—with his own rifle shot the materialized Spirit plainly 
seen by all (a woman), the ball passing through her forehead 
and lodging in the wall behind, as the reporters admitted, with
out affecting her motions or position. ”

SPIRITUALISM IN LONDON AND THE PBOVINaES.
BRITISH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of the Council of the B.N.A.S. 
was held on Tuesday evening, Mr. E. Dawson Rogers, one 
of the Vice-Presidents, in the chair.

Two resignations were accepted, and four new members 
were elected.

On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by Mrs. Fitz
Gerald, the following resolution was cordially and unanimously 
adopted :—

I “ That the Council of the British National Association of 
Spiritualists has long recognised, with admiration and gratitude, 
the zeal and ability which have been displayed by Mr. T. P. 
Barkas, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, in the advocacy and defence of 
Spiritualism, and desires to express the earnest hope that he 
will add to his many valuable services to the cause, by supporting 
it at the forthcoming Church Congress at Newcastle on-Tyne, on 
the 4th of October next ”

Mr. D. FitzGerald, as chairman of the Research Committee, 
was requested to undertake the necessary arrangements for a 
course of fortnightly discussions to be held during the coining 

I winter. He cheerfully agreed to do so, and said that his mother 
had also kindly volunteered her assistance.

The Secretary reported that the Glasgow Society had 
nominated Mr. James Robertson to represent them at the Council 
of the B.N.AS.

The Soiree Committee were directed to consider the question 
of holding a conversazione at an early date.

DALSTON.
The Dalston Association of Inquirers into Spiritualism re

sumed its regular sessions on Thursday evening, 8th inst. The 
attendance was fairly good, considering that not a few members 
are still out of town. Mr. J. Taft, hon. sec., and Jlr. J. J. 
Morse, President, were in attendance, and a pleasant evening 
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was spent by the company in listening to the controls of Mr. 
Morse. One of the members, who is developing as a seer, 
described different Spirits as he discerned them.

HACKNEY.
The meetings of the Hackney Primitive Spiritualist Christian 

Mission are still continued with their accustomed usefulness, 
every Sunday, and are attended by many earnest inquirers, who 
evince much interest in the materialisation stances. Mr. E. 
Rhys Williams, the president, will be pleased to welcome all 
earnest inquirers who are desirous of studying Spiritualism in a 
spirit of earnestness and reverence.

LADBROKE HALL.
An increased audience on Sunday evening assembled at this 

Hall to hear Mr. McDonnell lecture on “St. Paul and his 
Writings.” The opinion of the audience was expressed in a vote 
of thanks at its conclusion, and we can truthfully say that the 
address was one whioh was carefully studied and ably delivered. 
The views were novel in many respects, and the arguments 
unanswerable. Next Sunday the same gentleman will speak on 
“ Apostolic Succession."

BIRMINGHAM.
We have taken as before, the Board Schools, Oozells street, 

in which to carry on our meetings for the coming season, Mr. 
Mahoney has kindly consented to open them on Sunday, 18th; 
subject, “What is Religion?” We have also engaged Mrs. 
Emma Hardinge Britten for October 2nd. We shall be glad 
of the assistance of all Spiritualists, as we should like to see 
an established society in this town. There are many Spirit
ualists, and did they all assist the work would be easier. 
The cause has spread widely during the last eight years, 
and if all worked together in unity we could soon establish 
a Spiritual Church. We therefore ask them to give their 
aid for the love of the cause of truth. We thank all mediums and 
speakers for the work they have so cheerfully done, whilst being 
so poorly paid ; but we know it has been done with the single 
desire that the knowledge of Spiritualism may be spread, its 
blessings felt, and our brothers and sisters find communion with 
friends and relatives who have passed to the higher state of 
life.—C. Groom.

CARDIFF.
Oil the evening of Sunday, the 11th instant, there was a very 

fair attendance at the Society’s rooms. Mr. Rees Lewis read 
some highly interesting extracts from the Banner of Light, and 
after the close of the public meeting a very satisfactory stance 
was held, several good tests being given to various sitters 
through the mediumship of Mr. Brooks. In consequence of the 
resignation of our late worthy and energetic secretary, Mr. W. 
Paynter, through his probably having to leave Cardiff, the 
necessary change of officers has been made as follows:—Council, 
Mr. Haynes, Mr. G. Sadler, junr., Mr. Rees Lewis (the latter 
combining the duties of treasurer) : secretary, Mr. E. Adams. 
We sincerely wish Mr. Paynter every success where’er hiB lot 
may be cast, and trust the Cause will not lose the services of so 
valuable a worker by his removal from our midst.—E. A.

NBWC ASTLE-ON-TYN E. 
Mr. F. 0. Matthews.

On Sunday morning last Mr. Matthews held a meeting in 
the lecture room of the Newcastle Spiritual Evidence Society, the 
room being wellfilled with an attentive audience. Mr. Matthews, 
under control, prefaced his text with a lengthy speech, and we 
would like in a kindly Bpirit to suggest to Mr. Matthews that if he 
could induce his controls to compress their remarks so as to 
occupy only about 20 minutes it would add greatly to the 
enjoyment of his very unique assemblies. On this occasion it 
was the more felt as the process of naming a child was also 
gone through by him, the tedium of which was only relieved by 
the look of blank astonishment with which the infant regarded 
Mr. Matthews, whilst in his arms. Whether it was the nature of 
the remarks poured forth by the control which appealed so forcibly 
to his or^an of wonder he did not say, but he was evidently bo 
lost in admiration that he quite forgot to take refuge in that 
indescribable wail of woe so characteristic of babydom.

Mr. Matthews, under control, then proceeded to give the 
following teBts, leaving the platform and walking down tiie aisle.

1. To the mother of the above named child : Do you know 
one Christine? (Fes.) Do you know one Jane, a Spirit ? (Yes.) 
She will manifest and reveal herself to you in the future. She 
comes here with great power. —The medium said something else 
which was inaudible.

2. Here is a Spirit named William Grey. Does anyone 
know him ? One John Grey is also with him.—A person pre
sent claimed to be John George Grey and said he had a brother 
named William in the other world.

3. To a lady : Give me your hand. How did you like your 
long walk this morning 1 Give me that locket you have brought 
(given to him). How far have you come this morning ? (From 
West Pelton—about eight miles.) Why do I see a living man 
come and take hold of the locket? (describes him). He has been 
away to America and returned, and has wandered up and 

down this country, and is now away in Australia; but he will 
return again. (Description recognised and acknowledged that the 
person referred to had gone away no one knew where.) You would 
have been very sorry if you had walked all that distance this 
morning without getting a test. (Yes, I wished for one.) Did 
not somebody dream a very peculiar dream respecting his return 
home ? (Yes, I did. Lhearn partially described and recognised.)

4. Spirit William Taylor seen and described. Asked if any
present knew him, there was no reply. .

5. Does any one know Thomas Dodd ? To a man present—Do 
you know a friend named Dodd about to enter into a specula
tion ? (Name of Dodd known, but the speculation unknown.) Tell 
him the Spirit wants to warn your friend against it (1 will if I 
can.)

6. I Bee a Spirit, William Simpson (describes him), and he 
wants to communicate with a friend Bitting near the fireplace 
about some property. (No response.) To a man taking his hand 
—Do you know him, he is just here ? (I know a Wm. Simpson, 
but he is living and believes in Spiritualism.) Did you have a 
friend who passed away in Sunderland ? He had an accident; 
connected with a vessel ; I see water and ships. He is named 
George, and he died from the effects of the accident (Not 
recognised.)

7. To another person—Have you ever been to Switzerland! 
(No.) I get a scene in Switzerland. I know it is it, by the houses 
and scenery. Then I see a letter coming from there which will 
arrive about Tuesday next. A female Spirit shews it to me. 
(A stranger sitting close by said that he teas expecting a letter frm 
Switzerland shortly.) Mr. Matthews—The Spirit says it will be 
highly satisfactory.

The control stated that he would retire and Mr. Matthews would 
give some tests in his normal state. Mr. Matthews in normal 
state—

8. To a lady—There is a Spirit here, a woman (describes 
her). She speaks of a friend having undergone an operation, 
and all now going on well. (Recognised.)

9. A curious scene I see here. A child swallows a pin or 
needle, and it works through the system. It comes out of the 
child’s side ; child ultimately dies, but whether from the effects 
of the pin is not clear, and I cannot positively say. To a person 
near—Is not your name William ? (Yes.) Mr. Jardine knows 
all about it; we were neighbours. You had a sister named 
Jennie ( (Yes.) Jennie sends the message—her name is Jennie 
Charlton? (Yes.) The pin incident was not recollected. Mr. 
Matthews—If you will make inquiries you will find it is correct

10. Asked a person for a photograph which he had brought 
with him (photo, produced). Mr. Matthews takes it and says he 
feels crushed and as if hediedfromthe effects; was this the case with

i the person represented on the photo. ? (No.) Is there not alsoan- 
other child not on the photo., besides the one there represented I 
(Not that I know of.) Yes, it is a little infant girl, but you have 
another photo. (Yes.) Give it to me (produced). It is causing 
confusion ; this one has also passed away I (Yes.) He appears 
to me to have died in good health and had a hard passing away. 
(Yes.) Do you know William? (Yes.) He says that he is 
always with him; describes William’s order of intellect (Recog
nised.) I Bee the letterS; there are some other letters not 
very plain ; do you know one Sarah and also Jane, connected 
with them ? (Uncertain.) I get a family divided and split up, 
one goes away and tries to leave the country, Joseph knows all 
about it ; do you know him ? (No.) I get many things of which 
I cannot speak now in public. There is confusion ; the two 
photos, complicate matters and I cannot unravel it now, but if 
you will ascertain you will find what I say is true.

At a subsequent meeting in the evening, Mr. Ogle said that 
a friend of his desired to acknowledge the test (No. 6.) respect
ing Wm. Simpson. He had such a friend in the other world 
and he quite understood the reference made by the Spirit to 
the probable sale of some property.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

W.C.—The B.N.A.S. will, we believe, arrange a series of 
physical and other stances during the winter, but in all 
probability they will be open to none but members.

S. A. —We cannot recommend any particular mediums, but if you 
read our reports of stances you can Belect for yourself.

A Strange Disorder.—The Armorique, of Saint Brieuc, 
reports that there is a family at Piddran, of which all the 
children, seven in number, are troubled with a strange dis
order. Physicians have been consulted, but they can do nothing. 
The children are ordinarily quiet, but at the least excitement 
they become like wild children. Four of them have been seen 
dancing on the top of the chimney. The oldest, a tall girl of 
sixteen, jumped into the well, and, having floundered about in 
the water, clambered up the side and got out with the nimble
ness of a monkey. They all play the wildest and most astonishing 
tricks. Their excitabiUty shews itself by night as well as by 
day ; and the fits last about two hours. This ought to be a 
subject of interest to our savants, but most probably they will 
not trouble themselves about it.—Journal du Afagnetssme.
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WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS ?

The following is a list of eminent persons, who, after careful 
investigation, have fully satisfied themselves of the reality of 
some of the phenomena of modern Spiritualism :—

Archbishop Whately; the late Lord Brougham; the Earl of 
Dunraven; the late Lord. Lytton; the late Mr. Serjeant Cox, President 
of the Psychological Society of Great Britain: the late William 
Howitt; the late George Thompson ; the late Harriett Martineau ; 
Gerald Massey; T. Adolphus Trollope ; 8. C. Hall, F.S.A.

The late Abraham Lincoln, President U.S.A.; the late W. Lloyd 
Garrison ; the late Hon. R. DaleOwen, sometime Minister of U.S.A, 
at the Court of Naples; the Hon. J. L. O'Sullivan, sometime 
Mi ister of the U.S.A, at the Court of Lisbon ; the late Hon. J. W. 
Edmunds, sometime Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of New 
York ; the\ late Professor Mapes, the eminent chemist, U.S.A.; the 
late Dr. Robert Hare, Professor of Chemistry at the Medical 
University of Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ; Bishop Clarke (Episcopalian), 
of Rhode Island, U.S.A.; Darius Lyman, of the Treasury Depart, 
ment, Washington.

William Crookes, editor of the Quarterly Journal of Science, 
Fellow, Gold Medallist, and Member of the Council of the Royal 
Society; Cromwell Varley, F.RS., C.E.; A. R. Wallace, F.R.G.S., the 
eminent naturalist, sometime President of the Biological Section of 
the British Association for the Advancement of Soience ; W. F. 
Barrett, Professor of Physics in the Royal College of Scienoe, Dublin; 
Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S., Professor of Physics in the University of 
Cambridge ; the Earl of Crawford and Baloarres, F.RS., President of 
the Royal Astronomical Sooiety ; Dr .Lockhart Robertson, F.R.S., long 
one of the editors of the Journal of Science ; the late Dr. J. ElliotBon,
F.R.S.,  sometime President of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical 
Society of London ; the late Professor de Morgan, President of the 
Mathematical Society of London ; the late Dr. Wm. Gregory, F.R.S.E., 
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh ; the late 
Dr. Ashburner ; the late Dr. Robert Chambers, F.R.S.E. ; Professor, 
Ch. Cassal, LL.D.; Captain R. F. Burton, the celebrated traveller.

The late Emperor of Russia; the late Emperor Napoleon; President 
Thiers ; the Hon. Alexandre Aksakof, Russian Imperial Councillor ; 
the late Prince Emile de Sayn Wittgenstein; His Imperial 
Highness Nicholas, Duke of Leuchtenberg ; the late Baron L. de 
Guldenstabbe ; Count A. de Gasparin; the Baron and Baroness von 
Vay; the Baron du Potet; Mons. Leon Favre, Consul-General of 
France; Victor Hugo.

Professor Fiiedrich Zollner, of Leipzig, the eminent physicist, 
author of “ Scientific Treatises,” “ Transcendental Physios," Ao., 
whose recent lcsearches in this subject have attained a world-wide 
fame; Gustave T. Feohner, Professor of Physics in the University 
of Leipzig, also the author of many volumes bearing on the genend 
subject of Psychology ; Professor Scheibner, the renowned teaoher of 
mathematics in the University of Leipzig; W. E. Weber, Professor 
of Physics in the University of Gottingen, and known as one of the 
main workers in connection with the doctrine of the Conservation 
of Energy; Immanuel H. Fichte, Professor of Philosophy at Leipzig ; 
Professors Wagner and Butleroff, of the University of St Peters
burg ; Dr. Maximilian Perty, Professor of Natural Science in the 
University of Berne ; Dr. Franz Hoffman, Professor of Philosophy, 
Wurzburg ; Dr. Robert Friesi, of Breslau; Mons. Camille Flam- 
marion, the well-known astronomer ; and many other members of 
learned societies in this and other countries, and a vast number of 
persons eminent in literature, science, and art, and in the ranks <f 
social life, whose names we are not at liberty to mention.

Is It Conjuring?
It is sometimes confidently alleged that mediums are only 

-clever conjurers, who easily deceive the simple-minded and 
unwary. But how, then, about the conjurers themselves, some 
■of the most accomplished of whom have declared that the 

manifestations ” are utterly beyond the resources of their art ?—
Robert Houdin, the great French conjnrer, investigated the 

subject of clairvoyance with the sensitive, Alexis Didier. In the 
result he unreservedly admitted that what he had observed was 
wholly beyond the resources of his art to explain. See ” Psychische 
■Studien" for January, 1878, p. 43.

Professor Jacobs.—Licht, mehr Licht, in its number of May 
16th, 1880, gave a letter from the well-known professional conjurer, 
Jacobs, to the Psychological Society in Paris, avowing himself a 
Spiritualist, and offering suggestions for the discrimination of 

■genuine from spurious manifestations.
Samuel Bellachini, Court Conjurer at Berlin.—I hereby 

declare it to be a rash action to give decisive judgment upon the 
objective medial performance of the American medium, Mr. 
Henry Slade, after only one sitting and the observations so made. 
After I had, at the wish of several highly esteemed gentlemen of 
rank and position, and also for my own interest, tested the physical 
mediumship of Mr. Slade, in a series of sittings by full daylight, 
as well as in the evening in his bed-room, I must, for the sake of 
truth, hereby certify that the phenomenal occurrences with Mr. 
8lade have been thoroughly examined by me with the minutest 
observation and investigation of his surroundings, including the 
table, and that I have not in the smallest degree found anything to 
be produced by means of prestidigitative manifestations, or by 
mechanical apparatus; and that any explanation of the experi
ments which took place under the circumstances and conditions then 
obtaining by any reference to prestidigitation, is absolutely 
impossible. It must rest with such men of science as Crookes and 
Wallace, in London ; Perty, in Berne ; Butlerof, in St Petersburg ; 
to search for the explanation of this phenomenal power, and to prove 
its reality. I declare, moreover, the published opinions of laymen as 
to the “ How ” of this subject to be premature, and, according to 
my view and experience, false and one-sided. This my declaration, 
is signed and executed before a Notary and witnesses.—(Signed) 
Samuel Bellachini, Berlin, Dec. 6, 1877.

PROGRESSIVE LITERATURE AGENCY
AND SOLE

EUROPEAN DEPOT OF MESSRS. COLBY AND RICH, 
BOSTON, U.S.A

J. J. MORSE,
53, SIGDON ROAD, DALSTON, LONDON, E.

Established 1878.

THE above Agency supplies all the works published by Colbt and 
Rica upon Spiritualism, Phrenology, Health, and ell Reformatory subjects, 
including a large selection of ohoioa Fiction and Poetry. The following are a 

few of the many authors whose works are sold, vis.. Dr. J. M. Pzbblis, Dr. B. 
Obkwxll, William Dzhtox, Hudsox Tuttlk, P. B. Raxdolth, Axdbxw 
Jacksox Davis, Hbxbt a Wbioht, Mabia M. Kibo, A. B. Child, Eras 
Sarobxt, Mrs. 0. Swkkt, Liziib Dotkx, Kzbbbt Gbbavbs, Col. Ixobbsoll, Ao. 
Full and oomplete List of Books, with Author’s Names and Prices, post free. 
AU Books sold as near as possible to English equivalents for American prices.

THE BANNER OF LIGHT:
The oldest, best, most popular, and the widest circulated Spiritual newspaper in 

the world, Post free, fifteen shillings per year.
ALL BOOKS SENT POST FREE.

Address all communications to J. J. MORSE, Progressive Literature Agency, 
53, Sigdon-road, Dalston, London, E. P.O.O. on London, E.C

NEW WORKS JU8T ISSUED.

SPIRITUAL STRAY LEAVES,
BT

BABOO PEARY CHAND MITTRA,
Treats upon topics of great interest to Students of Eastern Spiritualism, and 
cognate questions of an occult character, which are discussed with clearness, 
judgment, and ability. Contains also a Novelette, entitled, “Aredi; or the 

Spiritualist a Spiritual tale.
Paper Covers, price Is.; poet free, la. IM.

OUR IMMORTAL HOMES. Dr. J. M. Peebles’ latest and beet 
work. Large 8vo., doth, gilt sides and back. Latest edition. Reduced 

price, post free, 6s.-fid.

SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. Epee Salient’s last 
work ; one of the best books for inquirers, and the distinguished author's 

best and final production. Cloth. Pp. 372. Post free, 7s.

NEW WORK. JU8T RECEIVED.

Religion as revealed in the material and 
SPIRITUAL UNIVERSES. Dr. Edwin D. Babbitt (Author of Principles 

of Light and Color, Health Manual, im.) Cloth. ISmo. Pp. 364. Illustrated. 
Port free, 6s. fid.

HO MADE THE DEVIL ? A Trance Address, by the popular
▼ V medium, J. C. Wbight, of Liverpool. 16 pp. Paper wrapper, 2d.; 

post free, 2,d.

THIRD EDITION.
Beautifully printed by Blacklocks, 88 p. in handsome wrapper, Price 3d.

THE LEEK BIJOU REPRINT OF

“ WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED ?”
A DISCOURSE BY

COLONEL ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Minister in America of the Gospel qf Freethought,

Note.—This New Edition oontaius the Author's own Preface (from the 
American Edition); it is the only full Report issued in this Country, and a 
share of the profits from it will be paid to the Author—whose approval of its 
Reprint in this form has been obtained.

Sample Copy post free 3Jd.

All the above supplied by J. J. Morse, Progressive Literature 
Agency, 53, Sigdon-road, Dalston, London,E. P.O.U. on London, E.C.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW
Aims at supplying compendious information concerning Psychical phenomena, 

and endeavours—
(1) To set forth the phenomena in such an accurately recorded form as may

commend the subject to the attention of the general public :
(2) To add its quota to the sifting and tabulation of the vast accumulation of

facts already to hand :
(3) To determine and name the subtle forces at work in the production of the

phenomena in question;
(4) To discuss the laws which govern, and the philosophy to which the facts load

up, with that clearness and efficiency as may at once satisfy thoughtful 
readers and stimulate investigation.

A New Volume commenced oa July lsf, 1881.
Sixpence Monthly, or 7s. per annum in advance, post-free. P.O. Orders 

payable to Hay, Nisbet & Co., 3<*,  Stockwoll-stroet, Glasgow. Trade supplied by 
E. W. Allen, 11, Ave Maria Laue, London, E.C.

MESMERISM.

D. YOUNGER,
CURATIVE MESMERIST AND MEDICAL RUBBER,

23, LEDBURY ROAD, BAYSWATER.

AT HOME DAILY, from 2 to 5, or attends Patients at their own 
homes, either for ourative purposes or to give his very amusing and in

structive Drawing-room Entertainment in Electro-Biology. He has a number 
of mesmerio sensitives with whom he produces marvellous phenomena. He also 
teaches the art of putting pupils through several courses of practical experiments, 
guaranteeing proficiency, or gives written instructions. Terms moderate.
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British National Association of Spiritualists.
(Established 1873.)

38, GREAT BUSSELL ST., BLOOMSBURY, LONDON, W.C. 
(Corwer o/ WOBURN STREET.)

This Absociatiom was formed in 1873 for the purpose of uniting 8pirituali*U  
of every variety of opinion in an organised body, with a view of prcfrnoting the 
investigation of the facts of Spiritualism, and of aiding students aqd inquirer*  
in their researches by providing them with the best means of investigation.

The Reference and Lending Libraries contain a large collection of the best 
works on Spiritualism and. occult subjects. Spiritualist and other newspapers 
and periodical*  from all parts of the worm are regularly supplied for the 
Reading Room, to which If embers have access daily.

The Secretary, or his representative, are in attendance to receive visitors, 
and answer inquiries, every day, from 2 to 9 p.m. Saturdays, from 11 am. 
to 4 pm.

Spiritualists and others visiting the Metropolis are cordially invited to visit 
the Association and inspect the various objects of interest on view in the Reading 
Room and Library. Information afforded to inquirers on all questions affecting 
Spiritualism.

Members' Free Stances are held on Thursday evenings, at 8 o'clock prompt, 
subject to certain regulations,which can be ascertained on application.

Discussion Meetings are held fortnightly during the winter months. Admission 
free to Members and Subscribers, who can introduce one or more friends to each 
meeting. Programmes can be obtained on application during the winter season.

Soirees, at which all friends are welcome, are held at intervals during the 
season. An admission fee is charged, including refreshments.

Spiritualists of all shades of opinion are invited to actively co-operate with 
the Association on every possible opportunity.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP.
£ s. d. 

Per annum. 
Country members, with privilege of voting at all General Meetings ... 0 5 0 
Town members, do. do. ... ... 0 10 6
Members, with use of reading-room And reference library, and the

right of taking out one volume from the lending library... ...110 
Family tickets, with all privileges ... ... ... ... ...2 2 0

Town members to be understood a*  those residing within the Metropolitan 
postal district.

Light refreshments are provided at moderate charges.
All communications and inquiries should be addressed to the Resident Secre

tary, Mb. Th os. Blttoji, 38, Great Russell-street, W.C., and Post Office Orders 
made payable to him at the Great Russell-street Post Office. Cheques to be 
crossed ** London and County Bank, Oxford-street Branch."

Prospectuses of the Association and forms of application for Membership, 
can also be procured from the several allied Societies.

Co one IL.
Adshead, W. P., Derby House, Belper, Derbyshire.
Barrett, F., Hawxhornden, Leacroft, Staines.
Bennett, E. T., The Mansion, Richmond.
Bowman J., 65, Jamaica-street, Glasgow.
Coffin, Walter H., F.C.8., Junior Athenwum Club, Piocadilly.
Crosland, Newton, Lynton Lodge, Vanbragh-park-road, Blackheath, S.E.
* Dunn, James (of the South Durham District Association), 68, Simpson-street,

New Shildon.
Edmands, T. H., The Chestnuts, 8nnbury, Middlesex.
Evans, Colonel, E. I. U. Service Club, 14, St. James’s-sqre., S.W.
FitzGerald, Mrs., 8, 8outhwick-street, Hyde Park sqnare, W.
FitzGerald, Desmond, 6, Akerman-road, Brixton, 8.W.
FitzGerald, Mrs. Desmond, 6, Akerman-road, Brixton, S.W.
Green, G. F.» 16, Vicarage Park, Plumstead, Kent.
Houghton, Miss, 20, Demmere-crescen* ’, Westbourne-square, W.

Sir Charles, Bart., Lamport Hall, Northampton.
Lamont, J., 45, Preecott-street, Liverpool.
* Larrad, E. (of the Leicester Society), 10. Edwyn-street, Leicester.
Maclean, Major-General, E. I. U. Service Club, 14, St. James’s-square, 8.W. 
Meugens, J. G., The Manor House, Penge, S.E., and 3, Church-lane, Calcutta. 
Morse, J. J., 53, Sigdon-road, Dalston. E.
Pearson, Cornelius, 15, Harpur-street, Bloomsbury, W.C.
Pearce, R.. Lanarth House, Holder's Hill, Hendon, N.W.
Pickengill, W. 0., 3, Blandford-sqnare, N. W.
Podmore, Frank, 16, Southampton-street, Fitxroy-square, W.
Potts, G. H., 57, Moorgate-street, E.C.
Reimers, Christian, 47, Mornington-road, Regent’s Park, N.W.
•Robertson James (of Glasgow Association), 36, Gerturk-street, Govanhill, 

Glasgow. ,
Rogers, E. Dawson, Rose Villa, Church End, Finchley, N.
Bondi, Signor, 22, Montagu-place, Russell-square, W.C.
Speer, 8. T., M.D., 13, Alexandra-road, South Hampstead, N.W.
Theobald, Morell, F.C.A., 62, Granville Park, Blackheath, 8.E.
•Tredwen, R. Pomeroy (of the Dalston Association), 66, Claverton-street, 

Pimlioo, S.W.
Withal], H., 5, Angell Park-gardens, Brixton, S.W.
[*  Representatives of Allied Societies who are ex-ojlcio members of the Council] 

Vicb-Pbbsidimts.
Mrs. FitzGerald. Mr. E. Dawson Rogers.
Mr. Desmond G. FitzGerald. Dr. 8. T. Speer.

Auditors.
J. W. Gray, Esq., C.E. G. H. Potts, Esq. Morell Theobald, Esq., F.C.A. 

RB8IDBKT SECRETARY.
Mr. Thos. Blyton, 38, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

HOHORABT OB COBRBSPOMDIVG MEMBERS.

His Imperial Highness Nicholas, Duke of Leuchtenberg, St. Petersburg, 
Russia.

Ahmed Rassim Pasha, Khan de Rassim Pasha a Bahdj^, Capoussou, Con
stantinople.

The Baron Von Vay, President of the Spiritual 8ooiety at Pesth.
The Baroness Adelina Von Vay, Gonobitz, bei Potschach, Styria, viA Gratz, 

Austria.
The Baroness GuldenstQbbe, 29, Rue de Trevise, Paris.
Colonel Don Santiago Bassols y Folguera, Madrid.
El Visconde de Torres-Solano, Madrid.
The Hon. Alexander Aksakof, Ruraian Imperial Councillor, Nevsky Prospect, 

6, 8t. Petersburg. .
Signor Sebastiauo Fenzi, Firenze, Italy.
Herr Constantin Delhez, Wien, Austria.
J. M. Peebles, Esq., Hammonton, Atlantic) Co., New Jersey, U.8 A 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Chicago, U.S.A.
MissAnna Blackwell, La Tresorene, Wimille, Boulogne-sur-Mer.
Babbo Pearychand Mittra, Metcalfe Hall, Calcutta
James Mylne, Esq., Beheea, East Indian Railway, Bengal.
Mrs. Emma Hardinge-Britten, The Limes, Humphrey Street, Cheetham Hill, 

Manchester.
A. J. Riko, Era., Noordeinde, 198, The Hague, Holland.
Professor Friedrich Zollner, Leipzig, Germany.
Dr. Maximilian Perty, Professor of Natural Science, Berne, Switzerland.
Dr. Franz Hoffmann, Professor of Philosophy, Wurzberg University, Germany. 
Gregor C. Wittig, Esq., Kornarstrasse, 2b, Leipzig, Germany.

W. H. Terry, Esq., 84, Russell-street. South, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
M. Leymane, 5, Rue Neave des Petits Champs, Palais Royal, Paris.
H. T. Child, Esq., M.D., 634, Race-street, Philadelphia, U.8.A.
E. Crowell ,Esq., M.D.. 196, Clinton-avenue, Brooklyn, New York, U.8.A
G. L. Ditaon, Esq., M.D., Malden, Massachusetts, U.S.A. ,
W. L. Sammons, Esq., Cape Town, South Africa.
J. Murray Spear, Era.. 2,210, Mount Vernon-street. Philadelphia. •
Mr*.  J. M. Spear, 2,210, Mount Vernon-street, Philadelphia.
J. H. Gledstanes, Esq., Merignac, Gironde, France.
Samuel Chinnery, Esq., 9, Rue Pipuni&re, Paris.
Rev. Samuel Watson, Memphis, Tennessee, U.8.A.
Luther Colby, Esq., 9, Montgomery-place, Boston, U.S.A.
M. de Bassompierre, 285, Chauss^e St. Pierre, Etterbeck, Brussels.
M. A. Anthelme Fritz, Rue de Palais, 137, Schaerbeck, Lez-Bruxelles.
Lieut,-Co L P. Jacoby, 11, Rue de Vienne, Brussels.
Z. Test, Esq., M.D., Union Springs, Cayuga Co., New York.
Comte de Bullet, Hotel del'Athen^e, Rue Scribe, Paris.
J. L. O'Sullivan, Esq., 30, Upper Gloucester-place, Dorset-square, London, N.W. 
Captain R. F. Burton, F.R.G.S., H.M. Consul, Trieste, Austria.
A. R. Wallace, Esq,, F.R.G.8., Nutwood Cottage, Frith Hill, Godaiming.
Tsaac B. Rich, Esq., 9, Montgomery-plaoe, Boston, U.S.A.
Mdlle. Huet, 173, Rue St. Honors, Paris.
W. 8. Godbe, Esq., Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A.
Dr. Grunhut, Waitzner Boulevard, 57, Buda-Pesth, Hungary.
Dr. A. E. Nehrer, Eporjes, Hungary.
J. W. Day. Esq., 9, Montgomery-place, Boston, U.8.A.
Mrs. Hallock, 4, The Avenue, Bedford Park, Chiswick, W.
8ignor Damiani, Presso il Car Cogiani, Colonnelli, nei Csribineiri, Bari, Italy. 
Dr. Puel, 73, Boulevard Beaumarchais, Pans.
Herr J. H. Stratil, Modling, 18, Bruhler-strasse, near Vienna.
M. Oochet, Rue Tangier, Algiers.
Berks T. Hutchinson, Esq., L.D.8., R C.8J.. 2, New-street, Cape Town, 8ooth 

Africa.
Miss Lizzie Doten, The Pavilion, Tremont-street, Boston.
H. J. Newton, Esq., 128 West 43rd-street, New York.
Dr. Robert Freise, Breslau, Germany.
M. C. de Rappard. 41, Rne de Trevise, Pans.
Thos. Blyton, 38, Great Russell-street, London, W.C.

ALLIED SOCIETIES.
Home.

Dalston Association of Inquirers into Spiritualism Hon. Sec.--Mr. J. Tift, 
53, Sigdon-road, Dalston. R

Brixton Psychological Society. Hon. Sec.— Mr. H.K. Frances, 22, Cowley<oid, 
Brixton, 8.W.

Liverpool Psychological Society. Hon. Sec.—Mr. H. Morris, 35, Cobdeostrret, 
Everton, LiverpooL

Cardiff Spiritualist Society. Hon. Sec.—Mr. W. Paynter, 3, Angel^trest, 
Cardiff.

The Great Yarmouth Association of Investigators into Spiritualism. Hon. Sec. 
—Mr. R. R- Dale, 3, Water Park-terrace, Southtown-road. Great Yarmouth.

Glasgow Association of Spiritualists. Hon. Sec.—Mr. John MoG. Monro, 
33, Daisy-street, Govanhill, Glasgow.

South Durham District Association of Spiritualists, Hon. Sec,—Mr. Jana 
Dunn, 8, Co-operative-street, Old Shildon, Durham.

Leicester Spiritualist Society. Hon. See.—Mr. R. Wightxnan, 56, Cranboarae 
8treet. Leicester.

Foreign.
The Spiriter-Forscher 8ociety, Buda-Pesth. Secretary—M. Anton Prochasxkx 

Joeofstadt Erzherxog Alexander-gass, 23, Buda-Pesth, Hungary.
Sociedad Espiritista Espafiola, Cervantes, 34, 28. Madrid. President—El Visconde 

de Torres-Solanot.
Sociedad Espirita Central de la Republica Mexicans. President— Sefior Refagio 

T. Gonzalez, 7, Calle de Almedo, Mexico.
Sociedad Espirita di Bogota, Colombia, South America. President—Sefior 

Manuel Jose Angarita.
L’Union Spirit© et Magnetiqne. Secretary—M. Charles Fritz, 121, Rue de 

Louvain, Brussels.

Buslnesa fcr the Eneuingr Week.

Tussdat, Skptxxber 22kd.—Members' Free Stance, at 8 p.m. prompt.

THE THEOSOPHIST. A Monthly Journal devoted to Science 
Oriental Philosophy, History, Psychology, Literature, and Art Conducted 

by H.P. Blavatsky. Published at 108, Girgaum Back Road, Bombay. Subscrip
tion, £1 per annum, post free. Post Offioe Orders to "The Proprietors of 'Id* 
Theosophist,' " at the above address.

Agents for the sale of “Light.”
LONDON.

Thos. Wilks, 299, New North-road, N.
J. M. Dalb. 50, Crawford -street, Bryanston-square, W. 
R. Cocker, 74, Dalatun-lane, E.
T. Blyton, 38, Great Kiueeil-etreet, W.C.
J. King.—Goswell Hall, E.C.
F. O. Matthews.—Ladbroke Hall, W.

PROVINCIAL.
Abingdon.—R. V. Holton, Lombard-street.
Bklpkr.—T. Edwards, 8, King-street. ■
Birmingham.—J. Groom, 200. St. Vinoent-street.

„ —E. J. Foley, 368, Monument-road.
Biggleswade.—J. F. Hunt.
Brighton.—Mr. Broughton, 13, St. George's-road. 
Bradford.—J. Clayton, 63, Manchester-road. 
Cardiff.—J. Hogg, 66, Crockherbtown.
Glasgow,—W. Love, 226, Argyle-street. 
Keighley.—S. Billows, High-street.
Lkicestkb.—J. Bent, 1, Town Hall-lane 
Liverpool.—R. Chatham, 20, Caird-elreet. 
Nkwoastle-on-Ttne.—E. J. Blake, 49, Grainger-street. 
Niw Dklaval.—W. Cooper, 14, Double-row. .
Northampton.—W. Eyres, Newsagent, 9, Regent-square. 
Nottingham.—W. Yates, 39, Bentinck-road, The Forest.

,, W. Jebbett, 57, Parliament-street.
Manchester.—J. Heywood, Deamgate.
Rochdale.—Samuel Kershaw, Durham-street.

FOREIGN.
Colby and Rich, 9, Montgomery Place, Boston, U.S.A. 
J. C. Bundy, 94, La Salle-street, Chicago, U.8.A.
W. H. Terry, 84, Russell-street, Melbourne, Victoria.

Printed for the Eclectic Publishing Company (Limited), and pub- 
I lished forthem at 4, Ave Maria Lane, E.C.—Saturday, Sept. 17, 1881.
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